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As a local family owned and operated business, we’ve been assisting 
homeowners across Metropolitan Perth in sharing their space with the 
smallest members of their family, allowing your four-legged friend to 
come and go as they please.

Our company specialises in total pet door solutions and manufactures 
Patented premium pet doors right here in Perth.

Doors 4 Pawz Pty Ltd specializes in the supply and installation of quality 
cat and dog doors into glass, timber and security screens along with 
wall liners.

  
Custom Acrylic Pet Doors

Our unique premium pet doors are fully certified and registered design 
AU Des Reg 202212651 throughout Aus/NZ.

Manufactured from Australian Premium extruded “HI-IMPACT” Acrylic, 
10 times more abrasion resistance and tensile strength to standard 
acrylic and almost as strong as polycarbonate yet boasting the aesthetic 
look of glass clear face view.  Australian made Dye-cut precision 316 
grade Stainless Piano Hinges and Australian fixings, N35 Rare Earth 
Magnets in a unique adjustable design (A.M.P.S) – Adjustable Magnet 
Positioning System    fully adjustable to combat higher wind areas and 
or timid pets and chrome over brass barrel locking bolts.  A whisper 
quiet and extremely robust operation to withstand even the most 
excitable Mastiff!

2 Year limited WARRANTY world-wide along with Tech support and full 
installation instructions available.

Assigned Patent 
AU2023202549 
and AU Des Reg 
202212651

Wall Liner

Manufactured using 10mm PVC foam which is very strong, durable, 
lightweight, waterproof and chemical resistant.

These stylish pet door solutions are available when glass, timber and 
security doors are not a real option and are available to suit wall 
cavity thicknesses of 100mm-200mm and 200mm-300mm adjustable 
inclusive of soft pet flap with magnetic closure and stable spring-loaded 
lock out panel to the inside of your dwelling.

Available sizes:   
Small, Medium, Large and XLarge.

Available in White only.


